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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic had escalated the worldwide move to online learning. While many past studies had investigated and supported the impact of online lessons on student learning, some researchers have now emphasised the need to shift research focus to examine the relationships between online lesson design, and delivery strategies and student learning. This convergent mixed methods research aims to identify the design and delivery strategies that can facilitate student learning and engagement in online lessons. The study had a purposive sample of 3,712 Year 1 to 3 students recruited from two polytechnics in Singapore taking diverse modules with 25% or more of their lessons delivered online. Survey responses indicated favourable ratings on Perceived Learning, Engagement, and the Design and Delivery Strategies (i.e., Communication, Online Tools, as well as Interaction and Feedback) in online lessons. Pearson correlation analyses revealed significant moderate to strong positive correlations between the Design and Delivery Strategies, and Perceived Learning and Engagement. Student and staff focus group discussions validated and extended the key design and delivery considerations in effective online lessons. The findings inform the design and delivery of effective online lessons, and the validated instruments can be used to review the efficacy of online lessons.
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic had forced institutions worldwide to move to online learning. While the speed and scale of adopting online learning had been unprecedented, this mode of learning is not new. The advent of the World Wide Web and rapid advances in information and communication technology (ICT) have propelled the global growth in online learning (Means et al., 2013; Park & Shea, 2020). In Singapore, the Ministry of Education (MOE) embarked on its journey to leverage on technology for teaching and learning decades ago, with the first ICT Masterplan for Education being introduced in 1997 (Kong et al., 2014). In tandem with the increasing emphasis on online learning in Singapore, MOE identified designing quality online learning resources, provided professional development for educators and developed good practices for ICT in education as pertinent focuses in the 4th Masterplan for ICT in Education (MOE, 2015).

The proliferation of online learning has brought with it a need for more research to investigate the impact of online learning. Past studies had mostly focused on the efficacy of online learning and effective online lesson design in both K-12 and higher education (Lee et al., 2013; Lockman & Schirmer, 2020; Means et al., 2010; Means et al., 2013). The following sections review the empirical evidence on the impact of online learning, the effective design and delivery strategies in online lessons and the role of student engagement in online learning.

Impact of online learning

Online learning involves lessons delivered fully or partially online through an asynchronous or synchronous format (Lister, 2014). A blended lesson combines both online and face-to-face learning experiences (Means et al., 2010). Many studies have found positive learning outcomes from online learning or blended learning as indicated by measures such as test scores, passing rate, dropout rate, engagement with learning content, and perceived learning (Nguyen, 2015). A review of the research on online learning supports the view that online learning can be just as good as, or better than, traditional face-to-face learning (Means et al., 2010; Woldeab et al., 2020).

In a meta-analysis of 50 effects from 45 experimental and controlled quasi-experimental studies, Means et al. (2010) found that fully online lessons appeared as effective as conventional lessons. In addition, blended learning was more effective than both face-to-face and fully online lessons. However, Means et al. (2013) cautioned that the positive effects of the blended condition might be attributed to a combination of content, instructor and learner variables.

Lockman and Schirmer (2020) acknowledged the importance of comparing outcomes of online, blended and face-to-face lessons in early studies. However, they emphasised that the research today should focus on the strategies and conditions that facilitate student engagement, learning and satisfaction in online lessons. Hence, the current study aims to examine the impact and design of the online lesson components.

Effective design and delivery strategies in online lessons

Effective online learning requires more than merely uploading existing course content to online platforms, responding to email messages, and introducing discussion topics on the internet (Means et al., 2013; Park & Shea, 2020). Jaggars and Xu (2016) suggested that the effectiveness of online learning may vary according to the course design, as well as how it is taught. Clearly, online course design and delivery require pedagogical strategies that create learning and engagement opportunities, facilitate students’ interaction with the learning content, other learners and instructors and provide timely feedback for learning (Gray & DiLoreto, 2016; Lockman & Schirmer, 2020; Park & Shea, 2020).
Unlike traditional face-to-face lessons, online lessons (especially when delivered asynchronously) have limited opportunities for students to seek immediate clarification. This highlights the importance of clear communication of course information, instructions for learning activities and content in online lessons. Lister’s (2014) qualitative meta-analysis of 17 studies involving undergraduate and graduate students and lecturers from peer-reviewed educational technology journals suggested that the provision of a clear course overview and introduction, including information about the course purpose, syllabus, schedule, assignments and grading, as well as samples of past assignments can provide clear guidance and direction for the learners.

The quality of instructional materials and resources is also important to engage and facilitate self-paced online learning. Hew’s (2016) qualitative analysis of data from participant observation and participants’ reflections from three top-rated Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) in programming, arts and design and literature found that these instructors used a wide variety of course materials including multimedia resources, discussion forums, webcasts, and quizzes. Hence, the appropriate and effective use of technology for teaching and learning can engage students and facilitate their learning. Research suggested that multimodal media learning objects can strengthen course interaction and student engagement (Chen & Williams, 2009).

Online learning can be a lonely process, especially when it focuses on independent learning with limited opportunities to discuss and collaborate with other learners. Therefore, active learning involving learner-learner interaction through discussion forums and online communication platforms, as well as opportunities for learner-instructor interaction can facilitate learning and build a cohesive online learning community (Gray & DiLoreto, 2016; Hew, 2016; Lister, 2014). These place demands on educators’ facilitation skills to keep learners engaged and focused on relevant issues in their online discussions, and ability to provide timely and useful feedback (Lister, 2014; Lockman & Schirmer, 2020).

Beyond quality learning materials and interactive activities, Lister (2014) highlighted the importance of having clearly specified course objectives and assessments; information and guidelines for assignments; use of self-assessments that offer immediate feedback; and educators’ monitoring of students’ learning and provision of timely feedback. Self-assessments allow the learners to review the content and check their level of understanding (Hew, 2016). Beyond assessing surface-level learning, Woldeab et al. (2020) emphasised the need to include critical thinking questions and assess transfer of learning to real-world case scenarios. The use of critical thinking questions would potentially vary across disciplines, intended learning outcomes and learning contexts.

These findings suggest that effective online lessons require clear communication of course information and instructions to guide learners. The learners are engaged through varied learning content and activities that are aligned to the learning outcomes; interactions with peers and instructors; and self-checks with feedback. These design and delivery strategies are aligned with comparable frameworks, such as the Quality Learning and Teaching (QLT) framework by the California State University (2022), and the Higher Education Rubric by Quality Matters (2020). While both frameworks are comprehensive, QLT was selected in the current study for its greater emphasis on Facilitation and Instruction, which may be critical for facilitating online learning amongst polytechnic learners.

The current study aims to establish whether these highlighted strategies identified from overseas contexts are applicable to local polytechnic education. Furthermore, this study aims to extend these findings by identifying the design and delivery strategies associated with student engagement and perceived learning. This is aligned with the shift in research from evaluating the effectiveness of online learning to identifying the evidence-based
strategies that can inform and enhance the design and delivery of online lessons (Joosten & Cusatis, 2019; Lockman & Schirmer, 2020).

**Role of student engagement in online learning**

Researchers define student engagement in different ways. According to Dixson (2015), student engagement refers to students putting time, energy, thought, effort, and to a certain extent, feelings into their learning. Briggs (2015) described student engagement as the level of interest demonstrated by students, how they interact with peers during the course, and their motivation to learn the subject matter. The current study considers the three dimensions of student engagement: affective engagement refers to “students’ feelings about learning”, which reflects their intrinsic motivation; behavioural engagement refers to students’ “effort and persistence in schoolwork”; and cognitive engagement refers to “the cognitive strategies that students adopt and employ during the learning process” (Lam et al., 2014, p. 216).

Student engagement can impact students’ completion of a course, grades, retention and learning, and is considered by many educators to be an important condition in teaching and learning (Appleton et al., 2008; de Freitas et al., 2015; Martin & Bolliger, 2018). Research in higher education found student engagement to be critical in successful learning regardless of programme or instructional format (Trowler, 2010). Student engagement is necessary for learning both online and face-to-face, but may be especially important online where students often feel isolated and disconnected (Dixson, 2015).

Meyer (2014) shared that engagement activities can influence the level of student learning, including higher order thinking. Barkley (2010) emphasised that the activities should be based on active and collaborative learning using simple to more complex projects. He contended that it takes practice to move students from passive to active learners, and it is the instructor’s job to engage their students with the learning outcomes in mind. With the increased number of online lessons offered in institutes of higher learning (IHLs), it is critical to explore online learning strategies that enhance student engagement (Meyer, 2014). The current study examines the relationships between design and delivery strategies, and student engagement and learning.

**Research questions**

Polytechnics in Singapore offer modules with varying degrees of online learning. In the period of this study 2018-2019, both Nanyang Polytechnic (NYP) and Ngee Ann Polytechnic (NP) had implemented school-wide online learning initiatives in line with national and international directions in online learning. Specifically, NYP had targeted 30% of its course curricula to be delivered online, while NP had required, in each of its diploma courses, 25% of at least six core modules to be delivered online, and at least one fully online core module.

These online lessons were predominantly designed for asynchronous, self-paced learning. The online activities included reading and viewing narrated PowerPoint slides, videos and online resources; sharing perspectives, participating in discussions and completing learning tasks on various online platforms (e.g., Blackboard discussion board, Padlet, Google Slides, Google Classroom); learning through use of simulations; and checking understanding through e-quizzes.
While there are numerous studies on online learning, there seems to be limited published research on online learning in the polytechnic context in Singapore. Therefore, this study aims to shed light on the effectiveness of online learning in polytechnic education. And more importantly, to identify the effective design and delivery strategies in relation to student engagement and learning. The specific research questions are:

- Did the students perceive learning and engagement through the online lessons?
- What design and delivery strategies in online learning were associated with students’ perceived learning and engagement in online lessons?

**METHOD**

**Research ethics approval**

Approvals were obtained from the respective Institutional Review Boards at NYP and NP before the start of data collection.

**Research design**

This study used the convergent mixed methods design (Creswell, 2020). The online survey and focus group discussions (FGDs) were conducted around the same period towards the end of each semester. This allowed triangulation of the quantitative and qualitative findings. More importantly, the FGD student and lecturer responses could provide contextual details on the online lesson design and delivery strategies, and their potential connection with student engagement and learning.

**Participants**

**Participants for online survey**

Participants consisted of 3,712 Year 1 to 3 students (Mean age = 19.2 years; SD age = 3.3 years) from two polytechnics in Singapore. Most of the participants were Year 1 students (n = 2487; 67.0%), followed by Year 2 (n = 985; 26.5%) and Year 3 (n = 240; 6.5%). There were 2,249 (60.6%) female and 1,463 (39.4%) male participants. This purposive sample was recruited from 56 diverse modules at both polytechnics with at least 25% of their lessons delivered online. These modules spanned across disciplines including health sciences, business, engineering, information technology, design, chemical and life sciences, humanities and social sciences, film and media studies and interactive and digital media. Most of the participants (n = 3323; 89.5%) took modules in which around 25 to 30% of their lessons were delivered online. The remaining 8.4% (n = 312) took 100% and 2.1% (n = 77) took 50 to 75% online modules respectively. These modules were either nominated by the Directors of Academic Schools or recruited through contacts of the researchers. Informed consent was obtained from the survey participants.

**Participants for focus group discussions (FGDs)**

For triangulation of the quantitative findings, 103 students and 32 lecturers from different disciplines and levels in both polytechnics were interviewed in FGDs. Lecturers helped to invite their students to participate in the FGDs. Participation was voluntary and informed consent was obtained.
**Materials**

**Online survey**

A 47-item online survey measured the participants’ Perceived Learning, Engagement and their ratings of the Design and Delivery Strategies used in the online lessons. Table 1 summarises what these scales measure, the sources of the survey items and reports the Cronbach’s Alpha ranging from 0.84 to 0.96, indicating strong internal consistency. The details on the development and validation of the Perceived Learning, Engagement and Design & Delivery Strategies scales are attached in Appendix A. These survey items used a 5-point scale, ranging from (1) Strongly Disagree to (5) Strongly Agree.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale &amp; Subscale</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>No. of Items</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Main Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Learning</td>
<td>Perceived learning from the online lessons</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>Gray &amp; DiLoreto, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>E.g. “The online lessons helped me learn how to apply the module contents.”</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Affective, behavioural and cognitive engagement in the online lessons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lam et al., 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Affective</td>
<td><em>E.g. “I enjoyed learning new things in the online lessons.”</em></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Behavioural</td>
<td><em>E.g. “I participated in the online activities.”</em></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cognitive</td>
<td><em>E.g. “I made up my own examples to help me understand the important concepts.”</em></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design &amp; Delivery Strategies</td>
<td>Communication Clarity of communication pertaining to module outcomes and information, instructions for online learning <em>E.g. “Module information clearly specified the module objectives/outcomes and topics.”</em></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>The Quality of Online Learning and Teaching Instrument (QOLT: California State University, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Online Tools &amp; Interaction</td>
<td>Effective use of online tools and interaction to facilitate learning <em>E.g. “The online interactions helped me develop useful skills (e.g. to make connections with real-world problem solving.”</em></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assessment &amp; Feedback</td>
<td>Effective use of formative assessment and feedback to facilitate learning <em>E.g. “I received timely feedback on my learning while doing online activities.”</em></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**FGD questions for students and staff**

Student FGDs invited them to share how was their online learning experience, what did they learn, what helped or did not help them to learn, how did they know they have learned, and their suggestions for ideal online learning. Staff FGDs focused on what were their key considerations when designing and delivering online lessons, how did they assess students’ engagement and learning, what were their perceived impact of design and delivery strategies on student learning, and their perspectives on ideal online lessons.

**Procedures**

**Online survey**

Participants were invited to complete the online survey on Google Forms towards the end of the semester, measuring their Perceived Learning, Engagement, and ratings of the Design and Delivery Strategies in their online lessons. The survey was estimated to take about 20 minutes to complete. Submission of the survey indicated consent to participate in the study.

**Student and staff FGDs**

Next, the research team conducted separate FGDs for students and staff. The research team did not teach the student participants. Each FGD session took about 45 to 60 minutes. Light refreshments were offered prior to start of the FGDs.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

This section presents the findings and discussion on (1) students’ perceived learning and engagement, as well as their perceptions of the design and delivery strategies of the online lessons; (2) correlations between the design and delivery strategies and students’ perceived learning and engagement.

**Perceived learning and engagement**

The descriptive statistics in Table 2 show favourable mean ratings for Perceived Learning and Engagement subscales. These ratings are significantly above 3 (the mid-point on a 5-point Likert scale) based on single-sample t-tests. Consistent with past research (e.g., Means et al., 2010; Lister, 2014; Woldeab et al., 2020), the current findings suggest that the participants were engaged and had learnt from the online lessons. However, the means ranging from 3.70 to 3.99 out of 5 suggest that there was room to enhance student learning and engagement. The relatively lower mean rating for Affective Engagement suggests that while the students reported behavioural and cognitive engagement in online learning, there may have been a need to consider how to enhance the online lessons to align with the students’ interests and make learning more enjoyable.
Table 2

Means, standard deviations and t statistics of perceived learning, engagement, and design and delivery strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Learning</th>
<th>Engagement</th>
<th>Design &amp; Delivery Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>Behavioural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t(3711)</td>
<td>62.71**</td>
<td>41.62**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52.14**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Single-sample t test is significant at the 0.001 level (2-tailed)

The FGDs with students extended the quantitative findings and highlighted that learning included module-specific knowledge and skills, as well as transferable skills, such as self-directed learning. Specifically, some students shared that online learning facilitated their acquisition of knowledge and skills:

“...Initially, I don’t know how to use those kind[s] of software [i.e., Photoshop and Illustrator], but through the teacher's guides and everything, his guides were really thorough. [...] The teacher is very clear in his instruction. That usually help[s] me to use online software like Photoshop and Illustrator.”

Beyond learning academic content, some students also recognised that online learning could promote self-directed learning and equip them with work skills for the future. Some comments illustrating these views include:

“I feel that through online learning, we get to be more independent, so we don't have to rely on anyone.”

“Remote learning helped to prepare you for the future. Let's say next time you want to learn something new, you can go online to pick up these skill[s] yourself.”

Such feedback from students highlighted the potential to facilitate development of transferable skills through online learning.

**Design and delivery strategies**

Students also rated the Design and Delivery Strategies of the online lessons favourably with means ranging from 3.78 to 4.04 (Table 2). These mean ratings are significantly above 3 (the mid-point on a 5-point Likert scale) based on single-sample $t$-tests, and align with past findings on the importance of these instructional strategies in online lessons (e.g., Lister, 2014; Lockman & Schirmer, 2020). The next section examines the relationships between these design and delivery strategies, and student engagement and perceived learning. The students’ FGD responses could shed light on the relatively lower mean rating for Assessment and Feedback.
**Correlations between design and delivery strategies, and student engagement and perceived learning**

Pearson correlation analyses reveal significant moderate to strong positive correlations ranging from 0.56 to 0.86 between the Design and Delivery Strategies (i.e., Communication, Assessment and Feedback, and Online Tools and Interactions) and the student outcome measures, Perceived Learning and Engagement (i.e., Affective, Behavioural and Cognitive Engagement) (Table 3). Consistent with previous studies (Chen & Williams, 2009; Gray & DiLoreto, 2016; Hew, 2016; Lister, 2014; Martin & Bolliger, 2018), the current findings suggest the importance of Communications, Online Tools and Interaction, and Feedback in online lessons. Findings from the FGDs with the students and lecturers provide insights into the strategies that may contribute to student engagement and learning.

Table 3

| Correlations between design and delivery strategies and perceived learning and engagement |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                                | Communication   | Online Tools & Interactions | Feedback       |
| Perceived Learning                             | .79*            | .87*            | .75*            |
| Student Engagement (full scale)                | .71*            | .76*            | .67*            |
| - Affective                                    | .62*            | .71*            | .60*            |
| - Behavioural                                  | .62*            | .62*            | .56*            |
| - Cognitive                                    | .68*            | .71*            | .64*            |

* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

**Communication**

In general, FGDs with the students and lecturers suggest that clear communications on the module learning outcomes, access and instructions for activities and use of relevant content can keep students engaged and facilitate their learning. Lecturers noted the need to provide clear purpose and instructions for the learning activities to ensure that students know what to do and remain on task.

"I think it's essential to tell them clearly [...]: what's the purpose of doing this e-learning, and more importantly, how it benefit[s] you."

"The last thing students want to do is go in and fumble about, like 'what you expect me to do?'. That has to be spelled out as clear[ly] as possible."

Lecturers were mindful that some students "may just give up if they hit some obstacles" and may also be reluctant to reach out during the online activity and choose to wait until the "next lesson and tell you...".

Students also noted that clear deadlines kept them focused:

"Our online assignments have deadlines. ...It gives us a [greater] sense of urgency [...] Pushes us to rush things, get things done by the deadline and basically don't procrastinate."
Lecturers emphasised that “...relevant content is very important. “What you have learnt, you can actually apply to the real-life scenario.” Beyond helping students to see the relevance of the content, students expected lecturers to have clear lesson structure and organisation. Some comments indicating these views were:

“What they do is [well] scripted, meaning whatever they wanted to say was very well-planned, very well organised. [...], so it was very easy to absorb.”

Some also needed varied examples for their learning:

“...with programming ourselves and other [topics] like mechanics [...] something I had a little trouble visualising, unless you give me some examples on how to look at it and maybe I'll have a better understanding. With more examples, it does help.”

Clear communication is critical, especially in asynchronous online lessons, in the absence of opportunities for immediate clarification with the lecturers. As Lister (2014) suggested, to provide clear guidance and direction for learners, online lessons need to ensure clarity of communications in key areas, including intended learning outcomes, instructions about access to online materials, expectations regarding online participation, and instructions for online learning activities and assessments.

**Online tools**

Students’ responses in the FGDs also highlight how online tools may introduce interactivity and simulate real-world context to enhance their engagement and learning. Some students shared how the use of games engaged them and facilitated learning:

“E-learning for her module, I think it’s quite fun because she let us play the game, so you have to answer the question and...those at the leaderboard, she will reward [us] with candies [...].”

The use of online 3D models may also facilitate student learning:

“I learn how the oil is produced, how it’s formed and accumulate[d]. I also learn the drill ship parts. That one definitely learnt because we went to search for it. We have to go like, walk around and look at a model to see, and sometimes, the life-sized model may not be as useful, so having a 3D model would help.”

Lecturers also indicated gamifying learning experiences makes for more fun and engaging learning. The tool Kahoot was mentioned in several FGDs. These concurred with Kumar et al. (2019), who found that award-winning faculty emphasised the importance of authentic and relevant learning materials, and use of varied multimedia resources. These could enhance student engagement and support their learning. A few lecturers shared that they would like to include games and fun elements, but felt they lacked the technical skills to develop games for learning.

**Online interaction**

Lecturers preferred to use collaborative tools like Google Docs and Slides that allow students to contribute to the content creation process rather than just consume content passively. As one lecturer put forth,

“You can be physically present but mentally be switched off (F2F lectures). Here (online activities)...everyone can see if they don't make the effort.”
Lecturers also indicated the value of collaborative tools like Google Slides that allow even the vocally shy students to contribute and learn from each other. Online collaboration can also facilitate peer learning. A student shared,

“I think it would be helpful because collaborating online would not only give us different perspectives on how to finish the e-learning but it will also give us an opportunity to expand what we already know and learn from what we don’t know.”

These comments illustrated how intentionally building in online interaction in one’s learning activities can enhance learner engagement, create a safe space for those who are shy to participate, and provide the opportunity for collaborations and peer learning in an online learning environment. The effective design and facilitation of online collaboration needs to consider multiple factors, including the alignment of the collaborative task with the course’s intended learning outcomes; learners’ profile, readiness and perceptions of online communication and collaboration; relationships among the learners (Haythornthwaite, 2008). While these factors are not unique to online collaborations, there may be specific contextual considerations. For example, the use of technology can make communications both visible and permanent (e.g. responses in learning platforms, recorded lessons), which may discourage online participation. With the prevalence of online learning, Haythornthwaite (2008) emphasised the focus on how we can strengthen computer-mediated communication and collaboration, and not dwell on comparing its relative merits against in-person communication and collaboration.

**Assessment and feedback**

Lecturers emphasised the need for formative assessment to ascertain students’ learning. From the students and staff FGDs, common formative assessment methods included online quizzes and reflection activities. A student noted,

“It’s really beneficial because most of the time, my lecturer will send out quizzes [...] and it’s very good because the way I learn is not through reading and memorizing [...], but through practicing. I can re-attempt as many times as I want. It really gets drilled into my head.” “...We worked in [...] groups of, I think five or six. We submit the [5-minute YouTube] video and then she will grade it… was quite tedious actually, but it’s quite interesting also. It was a good experience.”

Despite the usefulness of formative assessment, it is critical to reconcile these with students’ expectations for timely (even immediate) feedback that has detailed and clear explanation.

“...it’s better if they provide the solution right after we submit [...] so that we can better understand where we went wrong [...]”

While most online quizzes provide immediate automated answers, students needed more detailed explanations to help them understand the content:

“You only know whether it's correct or wrong. Most of [the] time, [...] [t]hey don't really explain in-depth where you went wrong. It's for you to understand. If let's say you don't even know the question, you won't even understand the answer.”

Some students also appreciated individualised feedback:

“For feedback that she gave, it was also very explicit. Like she will really take time to [...] give individual feedback on what could have been done better, how she liked your answer or not. That was very helpful.”
A few lecturers also concurred that beyond assessing and addressing learning gaps, online feedback help students "feel that you care about the e-learning" and that "doing remote learning, it's not a removed learning".

FGD responses suggested that timely and useful feedback can contribute to student learning and engagement. However, lecturers shared their challenges in providing timely feedback in asynchronous lessons.

"I guess when they do it on self-paced, unless I'm following the session, I can't give them immediate feedback. It's only after that. Usually in class, when we do an exercise using the software, whenever they get into some problem, they did something wrong and it doesn't look right, they get the immediate feedback. [...]"

Many lecturers also indicated that they "validate learning" at the next F2F lesson using quizzes or activities to "re-cap learning" post online session.

The correlational findings highlight that Communication, Online Tools and Interactions, and Assessment and Feedback are critical factors that may predict student learning and engagement. These are partially consistent with Joosten and Cusatis’ (2019) findings which suggest that design and organisation, student interaction with the instructor, and content design and delivery predict learning. However, they found that learner support, interaction with peers, and assessment were not significant predictors. Clearly, more studies across different learner and lecturer characteristics and contexts will extend and strengthen these findings.

**Limitations**

While this study contributes to the relatively few published research on the effectiveness of online learning for polytechnic courses in Singapore, it is not without limitations. Although objective measurement of student learning is deemed to be important by some researchers (Meyer, 2014), this study did not use objective measures of student academic performance. Students’ grades across diverse subjects assessed by different lecturers in the two polytechnics were likely to be influenced by multiple variables (e.g., assessment design, scope and level of difficulty), not just the online lessons. Hence, the current study measured students’ perceptions of learning from the online lessons to facilitate the consolidation of data across modules in the two polytechnics. This is supported by Robinson and Hullinger (2008) who proposed that evaluation of the impact of online learning should go beyond objective student outcomes (e.g., test results, grades) to examine subjective student learning experiences.

As the study was based on a convenient sample from two polytechnics and participation in the online survey and FGDS were voluntary, it is not clear the extent to which the findings could be generalised to local polytechnic students. Nevertheless, the key considerations deemed critical in designing and delivering effective online lessons are consistent with existing research findings. This suggests that these online lesson design and delivery strategies and considerations may be generalisable to polytechnic contexts, and perhaps higher education in general. The exploration of how online learning can facilitate professional skills development may be pertinent for polytechnic education, with its emphasis on applied learning. Future studies that examine the complex interplay across online instructional features, student and instructor characteristics and educational contextual factors may be needed to advance the current findings (Lockman & Schirmer, 2020).
The current study garnered staff’s perspectives through FGDs, which provided opportunities for clarification and elaboration. The online survey was not administered for staff in the current study, which could otherwise allow for triangulation with the findings from the student online survey.

CONCLUSION

This study found moderate to strong relationships between the Design and Delivery Strategies and students’ Perceived Learning and Engagement in the online lessons. The findings indicated that instructors of online lessons need to learn various strategies in online communications, use of online tools and interactions and provision of feedback to facilitate student learning and engagement online.

The spread of COVID-19 has propelled digital transformation in higher education, with increasing demands on lecturers to design and deliver lessons online. Instructors of online lessons need different knowledge and skillsets (Woldeab et al., 2020). Professional development is critical in building educators’ competencies to be effective designers of learning who purposefully integrate education technology into their lessons. Specifically, referencing staff’s responses in the interviews, the training may focus on strategies and skills to strengthen online engagement and interaction through games, immersive learning experiences and collaborative learning. There is also a need to explore strategies to facilitate assessment for learning and timely feedback in online learning. These findings highlight evidence-based strategies that can inform staff training.

The effectiveness of online learning might vary based on how the online lessons are designed and conducted (Jaggars & Xu, 2016). As more educators move their lessons online, incorporating processes to review the online lessons will help them enhance their online lesson design and delivery. The validated Perceived Learning, Engagement and Design and Delivery Strategies scales that referenced the California State University’s (2019a) domains for the evaluation of online courses may be used by educators to review the efficacy and quality of their online lessons and identify areas for improvement.
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ENDNOTE

1. Polytechnic education in Singapore focuses on applied and practice-based learning through hands-on learning experiences and internships with industry partners (Ministry of Education, 2022).

APPENDIX A. Scale Development and Validation of Online Survey
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